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Q.

Please state your name and address.

2

A.

My name is Roger J. Swenson. My Address is 1592 East 3350 South Salt Lake City,
Utah 84116.

3
4

Q.

By whom are you employed and in what capacity

5

A.

I am a consultant for E-Quant Consulting LLC working in this matter on behalf of US
Magnesium LLC.

6
7

Q.

Did you file direct testimony in this proceeding?

8

A.

Yes I did.

9

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

10

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to provide rebuttal to certain testimony filed on behalf of

11

the Committee of Consumer Services and the Division of Public Utilities concerning Cost

12

of Service issues and issues related to CO2 cost recovery.

13

concerning the proposed changes made by Kevin Higgins to the administrative charge for

14

transportation customers and the testimony of David Nichols.

15

Q.

I will also comment

Mr. Yankel in his testimony provides a comparison between rates of Arizona – SW

16

Gas and Questar Gas. Do you agree with the conclusions he reaches from the

17

comparison?

18

A

I do not agree with the conclusions Mr. Yankel draws from his comparison. The problem

19

with making such comparisons is that if both rates are based on cost of service principles,

20

then it is simply the cost structure derived from cost causation that drives the differences.

21

A gas system designed to meet the needs of customers in a desert climate will have

22

different cost causality for residential usage rates than a cost structure for a system such

23

as Questar’s. The SW Gas cost of service rates may have a very high portion of water
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heater-only type of load, given the different appliance make-up based on climate. Also,

2

the industrial transport load that the SW Gas transport rate is derived from may have a

3

poor load factor and this could drive the cost of service rate to reflect higher costs. Mr.

4

Yankel admits that changes in rate spread and rate design should not be solely based upon

5

his comparisons. I would argue that, unless you can factor in all of the specific cost

6

causal differences between systems, you cannot make any rational changes to rate design

7

or rate spread based on such comparisons.

8

Q.

six Gas Utilities that Mr. Yankel provides in his testimony?

9
10

Are there any conclusions that you can draw from the comparisons of the rates of

A.

Yes, what jumps out at me is that the residential rates are all higher than Questar’s.

11

What also is clear is that transportation rates are so high on those other systems that many

12

of the clients I represent would be out of business or would have by-passed the utility.

13

The conclusion I can conjecture is that reasonable transportation rates help keep large

14

high load factor industrial customers on the system, which helps to keep all customers’

15

rates lower.

16

Q.

Mr. Yankel also discusses issues associated with feeder lines that seem to be in place

17

dedicated to only one or two entities. Do you agree with his recommendation that

18

the costs associated with these services should not be allocated to all other

19

customers?

20

A.

I agree in principle, but I totally disagree with Mr. Yankel’s application of the principle.

21

Ultimately, Mr. Yankel’s testimony reflects that he does not understand the basis for

22

costs associated with these extensions. The more supportable conclusion is that the
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benefits that these industrial customers provide to the system are not fully reflected in

2

their rates.

3

Mr. Yankel has hit upon a very interesting circumstance. Each of the customers

4

that he uses as an example has paid substantial amounts of the up-front costs to receive

5

service. The industrial customers that initially drew these feeder lines out either

6

guaranteed to pay a certain amount of construction costs up front or agreed to pay

7

established minimum annual payments or both. These customers essentially footed the

8

bill to pull services that other ratepayers now receive benefit from.

9

For example, the contract to extend the main line (Feeder Line 38) out to the

10

predecessor of US Magnesium says that Questar may serve other customers off of the

11

line without liability so long as such additional service does not adversely affect

12

Questar’s ability to serve US Magnesium’s requirements. The contracts for both of the

13

other lines that Mr. Yankel calls out as examples have similar provisions that allow

14

Questar to serve others from the extension. This is true even though the extension costs

15

were paid for by the large industrial consumers, Great Salt Lake Minerals and Morton

16

Thiokol. Another clear example of an industrial customer providing significant benefits

17

to other customers is the WECCO main extension. WECCO paid a substantial portion of

18

the costs for a main extension from Cedar City to its facility. That line that WECCO paid

19

for is also used as a secondary supply delivery line into Cedar City from Kern River

20

Pipeline. Many customers in Southern Utah receive benefits from this extension paid for

21

by a single industrial transport customer.
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Q.

have any comments concerning his testimony on this matter?

2
3

Mr. McFadden in his testimony discusses the nature of interruptible service. Do you

A.

Yes, Mr. McFadden asserts that distribution planners do not design the system to provide

4

capacity to serve interruptible loads. I agree that the system is designed for the peak

5

“design day” capacity requirement. This design requirement to meet the peak “design

6

day” needs means that there will be at least some excess capacity on all days but the

7

“design days.” The interruptible customers use this spare capacity that otherwise would

8

not be used. This helps the system be used more efficiently. By using this spare capacity

9

and by paying more than the variable cost to serve this load, interruptible customers
lower costs for firm service customers.

10
11

Q.

firm service. Do you agree with this statement?

12
13

Mr. McFadden states that because interruptions are infrequent they actually receive

A.

I am astounded by his conclusion. In his own testimony on page 14, just 8 lines

14

preceding this statement, he acknowledges that interruptions have occurred in the

15

previous two winter heating seasons. It is absurd to state that these customers actually

16

receive firm service.

17

Q.

What do you believe he is trying to do with this argument?

18

A.

He appears to be simply searching for an excuse to shift costs from the firm service

19

customers that he represents to interruptible customers that he does not. There is no

20

justification for his proposal. Interruptible customers are interruptible and will not be

21

taking service on peak design day events.
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Q.

do you have concerning his testimony?

2
3

Mr. McFadden provides testimony on the CO2 cost recovery issue. What comments

A.

Mr. McFadden states that a separate rider should be established and that the basis for

4

charges should be derived based on annual throughput, resulting in a proposed charge of

5

$.0365 per Dth to all customers. He asserts: “Since gas quality affects all customers, not

6

just firm sales customers, the costs should be evenly apportioned among all customers.”

7

(CCS 6.0 pg18 line 6) I completely disagree that “gas quality affects all customers;”

8

many customers, including US Magnesium, have no problem burning lower quality gas.

9

Q.

customers?

10
11

Why do you say that gas quality is not an issue for US Magnesium and other

A.

Attached as Exhibit 1 is an excerpt from a document provided by Solar Turbines

12

regarding Gas Turbine Fuels. This document describes the successful development of

13

turbines burning fuels with heating values using medium BTU gas in the range of 200 –

14

600 BTU per cubic foot. Turbines and other industrial equipment can easily

15

accommodate much lower BTU conditions than that produced by the CO2 processing

16

plant. The affect on gas quality of the CO2 plant is of no consequence, safety or

17

otherwise, to usage within US Magnesium’s facilities.

18

Q.

Mr. McFadden also states that because the Commission allowed QGC to recover

19

these costs associated with the CO2 to address safety concerns, it is unreasonable

20

that the costs should largely be borne by just one rate class. Do you agree with this

21

statement?
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A.

I would only agree that the costs should be borne by all customers who receive a direct

2

benefit from this solution in resolving safety concerns, and that those who do not need

3

this safety concern resolved for them should not bear the cost for those who do.

4

Q.

Mr. Hansen has also filed testimony representing the Division of Public Utilities

5

discussing the CO2 cost recovery issue. Do you have any comments concerning his

6

position in this matter?

7

A.

Yes, I do. As I understand Mr. Hansen’s logic, he concludes that a major reason for the

8

CO2 plant is the open access policy of FERC because FERC policy requires QGC to take

9

pipeline quality gas, even if it is unsafe for use in appliances in the Salt Lake Valley. He

10

also concludes that a goal of open access is lower prices and since all customers benefit

11

from lower prices, it is reasonable to assign costs that result from open access to all. I

12

simply cannot agree with Mr. Hansen’s logic or conclusions. In particular, the “cause” of

13

the problem addressed by the CO2 plant is not open access market efficiency. Rather, the

14

cause of the problem is appliance orifices that are not safe, based on the BTU content

15

allowed under Questar’s gas quality specifications for gas it accepts into its interstate

16

pipeline.

17

Q.

QGC. Do you agree with his conclusion?

18
19

Mr. Hansen goes on to discuss the economics of this high CO2 supply source for

A.

I agree that having more supply than demand on the Questar pipeline system provides a

20

price differential to downstream pipelines. If we have a greater supply given a set

21

demand, we will have lower prices. I believe that most parties in this proceeding would

22

generally agree with this concept. Mr. Hansen apparently concludes that, because we
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have this plant, we have lower costs and that the costs are approximately $.13 per Dth

2

lower. If that were the case, I would suggest that we get busy and build even more of

3

these plants so that we can drive costs even lower. But that is not what the CO2 plant

4

does. The supply and demand balance from all sources of gas on the QPC system creates

5

the economic circumstances we see. The CO2 plant allows customers that have a safety

6

issue with burning this lower BTU gas to actually use this gas. These are the customers

7

that benefit from the plant and the lower costs associated from continuing to accept QGC

8

gas on the southern system into the gas supply mix.

9

Q.

Magnesium?

10
11

What would be the effect of Mr. Hansen’s proposal to a company like US

A.

US Magnesium, as it struggles to get back to full operation, should be using over

12

5,000,000 Dths per year. At Mr. Hanson’s proposed rate increase of $.039 per Dth for

13

CO2 costs alone, roughly $200,000 per year of these costs would be paid by US

14

Magnesium toward a safety issue that has no bearing on the industrial equipment using

15

gas at the US Magnesium facility. Not only would that result be unfair and unreasonable,

16

it could have a major negative impact on US Magnesium’s chances of survival.

17

Q.

you have reviewed?

18
19

What would you recommend concerning CO2 cost recovery based on the testimony

A.

As acknowledged by Mr. McFadden, the Commission approved a settlement among

20

several of the parties in Docket No. 99-057-20, finding that the resulting cost allocation

21

was just and reasonable. In exchange for other considerations (such as stable rates for a

22

time), even those customers that receive no benefit from the CO2 processing plant were
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forced to bear a small portion of the costs. That consideration has now been withdrawn

2

by the parties to this case and as such no CO2 costs should be assigned to industrial

3

transportation customers.

4

Q.

How do you

respond to his proposal?

5
6

Mr. Higgins proposes a reduction in the Administrative Charge.

A.

I do not have sufficient data to properly analyze the change suggested by Mr. Higgins. In

7

general, I support rate design that properly assigns customer charges on a per-customer

8

basis, other fixed costs on a fixed charge basis, and only variable costs on a variable

9

charge basis. In this respect, I agree with Mr. Hanson’s testimony (page 4 line 6) that the

10

“customer charge should be based on the costs that are caused by each customer each

11

month.” Moreover, I support similar rate design for all customer classes. Accordingly, if

12

the IT/FT administrative charge is appropriate for those classes, other transportation

13

classes (such as I2 and I4) should also have administrative charges that collect a level of

14

fixed customer charges comparable to the IT/FT tariffs. Because neither the I2 nor the I4

15

tariff has a comparable administrative fee, one can understand Mr. Higgins’ view that

16

administrative charges may be used by Questar to prevent customers from selecting

17

economic alternatives rather than to reflect sound rate design.
For all customer classes, if the existing rate design recovers more or less in

18
19

customer charges, fixed charges or variable charges than the relevant costs associated

20

with the service, the rate design should be changed. I simply do not have sufficient data

21

to recommend any particular changes at this time.

22

Q.

Do you have any comments concerning the testimony of Mr. Nichols?
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A.

Yes, I do. Mr. Nichols in his testimony sponsored by the Utah State Energy

2

Office discusses the comments of the Governor of the State of Utah that we should

3

cultivate an ethic of conservation and efficiency. Mr. Nichols goes on to say that a

4

change in rate design is needed so customers are given the economic signal to discourage

5

usage. I am not sure exactly what he is implying, but I do not believe that the Governor

6

meant that we should just increase costs. In fact, I have attached as Exhibit 2 to this

7

rebuttal testimony, two separate Resolutions passed by the Utah State Legislature that

8

recognize the importance of considering potential negative impacts on the business

9

community in taking any action through passage of laws and through state agency
rulemaking.

10

It is not clear to me from Mr. Nichols’ testimony how cost of service principles

11
12

come into play with the flat or inclining rates that he is recommending. If revenue

13

requirements are based on cost of service, then the rate design should return the same

14

revenues to the company. Unless each customer has a specific rate designed for it, the

15

larger customers in any rate class will pay more than they should. If his intent is to thrust

16

costs on all customers in order to decrease usage, then for the energy intensive industries

17

in this state, he may achieve this goal by driving them out of business.

18

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

19

A.

Yes.
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H.C.R. 2
RESOLUTION SUPPORTING BUSINESSES
2002 GENERAL SESSION
STATE OF UTAH

Sponsor: Greg J. Curtis
This concurrent resolution of the Legislature and the Governor expresses support for Utah
businesses that provide stable jobs and create a healthy Utah economy. The resolution also
recognizes the importance of considering the impact of laws and rules on the Utah business
community.
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the state of Utah, the Governor concurring therein:
WHEREAS, Utah businesses provide employment for the overwhelming majority of
working Utahns;
WHEREAS, the jobs provided by Utah businesses are essential to enable the citizens of
Utah to achieve a good quality of life for themselves and their families;
WHEREAS, taxes paid by Utah businesses to state and local governments are essential to
provide government services and educate Utah's children;
WHEREAS, healthy businesses relieve the government of some of the burdens associated
with providing services to the economically disadvantaged; and
WHEREAS, a healthy and competitive business climate ensure a strong Utah economy:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Legislature of the state of Utah, the
Governor concurring therein, expresses support for the business community in the state of Utah
and recognizes its important role in creating a healthy economy.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislature of the state of Utah recognizes the
importance of considering the potential negative impact on the Utah business community in its
passage of laws and through state agency rulemaking.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be sent to each of Utah's
chambers of commerce and other business organizations.

Enrolled Copy

H.J.R. 26
RESOLUTION PROMOTING COOPERATIVE

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN UTAH
2002 GENERAL SESSION
STATE OF UTAH

Sponsor: Chad E. Bennion
This joint resolution of the Legislature urges Utah state agencies and the Utah business
community to work together to develop strategies that balance the need for regulatory
protections with the needs faced by the business community in its role in strengthening the
economy of the state.
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the state of Utah:
WHEREAS, Utah has a rich heritage in the development of numerous industries;
WHEREAS, individual citizens of Utah, demonstrating extraordinary entrepreneurial
acumen, contributed greatly to the state's economic legacy;
WHEREAS, the Utah business community has created hundreds of thousands of jobs for
Utah's citizens;
WHEREAS, Utah's strong economy, fueled in part by a strong and successful business
community, has greatly enhanced the standard of living and buying power of Utah's families;
WHEREAS, regulation of business, in many instances, plays a vital role in preserving
fairness and safety within the free enterprise system for the benefit of citizens and regulated
businesses;
WHEREAS, determining what factors may restrict the business community's ability to
respond to economic challenges can strengthen Utah businesses and increase the economic stability
of the state;
WHEREAS, in providing these needed protections, the regulatory actions of state agencies
should provide needed protection to the public without impeding the efforts of businesses to
remain economically viable;
WHEREAS, regulatory and other state agencies can play an important role in helping
businesses to succeed economically within a regulatory structure;

H.J.R. 26

Enrolled Copy

WHEREAS, regulatory and other state agencies should work with Utah businesses to develop
regulations that demonstrate that protecting the public and helping businesses grow and expand are
mutually compatible goals; and
WHEREAS, regulations that serve this dual purpose should be pursued with vigor and
determination for the benefit of the state's citizens, businesses, and the state's economy:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Legislature of the state of Utah urges the
state's regulatory agencies and the Utah business community to work together to develop regulatory
strategies that enhance the balance between the need for regulatory protections and the economic
needs and challenges faced by the business community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be sent to each department of
state government and to each of Utah's Chambers of Commerce.
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Gary G. Sackett
Jones, Waldo, Holbrook & McDonough, p.c.
170 South Main, Suite 1500
P. O. Box 45444
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145

Capt. Robert C. Cottrell Jr.
AFLS/ULT
139 Barnes Dr., Suite 1
Tyndall AFB FL 32403-5319

Michael Ginsberg
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
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Steve Alder
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
Utah Energy Office
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Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Reed Warnick
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
Committee of Consumer Services
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Dr. Charles Johnson
1338 Foothill Blv, PMB 134
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Bruce Plenk
16 East 13th Street
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